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traditional methods for modelling blood flow through a 
vessel are often prohibitively computationally expensive
TurtleFSI
total N+1 unknowns total N+1 equations
1 equation
N equations
discretize eq’n with finite differences 
at N domain mesh points
each point on the bifurcation 
branch corresponds to one 





triangular surface elements & 
tetrehedral volume elements
study literature for cylindrical wave models 
that use a free boundary formuation 
solve using Newton’s method
re-create results of axisymmetric capillary 
waves [1] results using PYTHON 
study solvers and fluid dynamics software 
currently used for modelling blood flow
simulate a propagating axisymmetric wave 
on a cylinder using SimVascular [2]
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 continue to study cylindrical wave models and free boundary 
solution schemes in literatur
build upon models by applying elastic boundary conditions 
used for waves under ice and adapting to blood vessels
assess capabilities of SimVascular and other sofware/solvers, 
particularly in case of increasingly deformable walls

set boundary and initial conditions & 





Fig 1.  (a) Bifurcation branch showing solutions for B* for N = 111 from steepness value s = 0 to s = 0.5.  (b) initial guess and 
final wave profile solution for s = 0.18. (see header for animation link) 
Fig 2.  Discretized finite element mesh of cylinder
Fig 3.  First animation frame of a propagating wave on the 
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Elastic modulus (wall) = 1.5 x 106 dyn/cm2
total simulated time —> 1.51 seconds

computation time --> 45.57 minutes

